
Antivirus/Antimalware - still comprises the cornerstone and last line of 
defense for each server and workstation

Castles of medieval times had multiple layers of defense.  The 
most common was to have a moat, outer castle walls and then 
finally an inner keep.  As the threats became more sophisticated 
in the medieval age, the castles had to adapt with multiple types of defenses.  The same thing is 
happening today with network security.  No longer are the basic firewalls and antivirus software 
good enough to ward off the multiple types of attacks that have appeared on the threat 
landscape in recent months.  This requires a new, layered approach that must be used to ensure 
adequate protection.

L1
WebProtection - additional layer of protection that keeps employees 
away from the “darker” parts of the internet and blocks bad downloadsL2
MailProtection - stops spam and viruses before they ever reach the 
user’s mailbox, also provides continuity during an email outageL3
Patch Management - keeps all of your at-risk software and operating 
systems up to date with latest security patchesL4
Backup - when all else fails, or in the event of total disaster, a 
combination of local and cloud backup keeps your data safeL5

The presence of crypto-type viruses has made it no longer a luxury to employ multiple 
layers of security and most critically, reliable offsite backup.  Think about it this way.  Due 
to the ever-changing variants of viruses, antivirus software is no longer as effective 
against the onslaught of zero-day infections.  That is why the additional layers shown 
above matter.  Criminals make money not only stealing your data but encrypting it so that 
you no longer have access and then holding the unlock key for ransom.

We now offer all 5 of these layers in one, low-cost package that also includes monitoring 
the health of your servers and workstations.  You pay only for the number of servers and 
workstations you use on a monthly basis and there is no long-term contract.

Call Us Today To Setup Your Security-As-A-Service Plan


